
    

      1) Button
      2) LED
      3) charging connector
      4) temperature level
      5) battery lid
      6) tube holder
      7) herb chamber
      8) cooling unit
      9) tube  tinymightbvapet.coemi



     Two modes, 2 ways to use the Tinymight:
1) On demand mode: The unit is heating up only when the 
button is held down. Inhale after the unit has vibrated. Release 
the button to cool down.
2) Session mode: The unit heats automatically after turning 
on the SESSION mode, and keeps the temperature stable until 
the unit is turned off. Hold the button down to boost the temp.

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:
Herb placement: turn the vaporizer upside down, pull 
out the tube (9) and place the herb on the mesh (7). Push
the tube back into the unit while upside down. 

Setting the temperature: There is a temperature 
setting dial (4) on the back panel, start with 6.

Turning on ”On demand” mode: Press the button (1) 
three times quickly. Or Turning on ”session” mode: 
Press the button (1) three times quickly, and don’t release
the button until it has stopped vibrating.        



Shut down: Press the button(1) three times.

Battery charging:  Insert USB cable to the back panel 
(3). The red LED (2) is on during charging, and turns off 
when completed. Make sure the charger can supply at 
least 2 Amps of current.

Battery level: When you turn on the unit, it vibrates 1-4 
times depending on the charge of the battery.

Safety during transport: Turn the temperature to 
minimum, and the unit will not turn on accidentally.

Changing the battery: Open the lid (5) by turning it 
anti-clockwise. Replace the battery. The positive end of 
the battery faces the bottom of the unit.

Chamber capacity adjustment: The cooling unit moves
within the glass tube, the deeper the larger the herbal 
capacity. Do not push from the mesh, but from the solid 
sides using e.g. a screwdriver.    



 

Silent mode: If you want to disable the vibration turn on 
the ”SESSION” mode. Turn temperature to max, press 
button, then minimum and press button. It is now 
disabled. When the battery is removed, the setting will 
reset back to normal.

 Cleaning: The glass tube can be washed with water and 
detergent, or it can be submerged to isopropyl alcohol. 
Don’t place the o-rings to the solvent. Cleaning the unit: 
Unscrew the tubeholder(1). Remove the o-ring(2), metal 
tube(3) and the mesh holder (4) part. When you re-
assemble it, make sure the mesh holder wider flange is 
upwards and DON’T tighten the tube holder strongly.

1) tube holder
2) O ring
3) metal tube
4) mesh holder
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